
Steps for FISM WCM  
How to become a contestant for FISM WCM 
 
If you want to compete at the  FISM WCM,  

 
From Asia you must pass ACM,  

You CAN NOT compete at the FISM WCM directly. 
 

● Contestant(s) must be a member of your club (except  for STEP B/C) 

● You must have seen the act of the contestant(s)  

● You have the opinion that the act is good enough to compete at FISM 

WCM*. 

  

*this means for good enough to compete at the FISM WCM, not only good enough to 
compete at FISM Continental Championships (ACM etc.) level. 
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Get an 

1 x Authorization 
from your club 

Please contact your club or the president (your club must be a 
FISM member). They will help you to be a contestant for the conti-
nental contest. 
 
*The club recommends you to be a contestant of the continental 
championship (It means you must be a member of that club). 

<A> If you are a member of a FISM member club 

Get 

3 x Authorization 
from 3 FISM clubs from different countries 

Please contact at least 3 clubs of FISM presidents (any countries but at 
least 1 from Asia). They will help you to be a contestant for a FISM conti-
nental contest. 
 
*the club/president recommends you to be a contestant of the FISM con-
tinental contest  

<B> If your country have NO any FISM member clubs 

Compete at  other continental championships 
NACM (North American Championship of Magic)  held at the IBM/SAM combined convention, You can compete at 
that contest. Please check details from their website etc. You must be a member of IBM or SAM or 
the Academy of Magical Arts, these societies accept any nationality to be a member. 

If you a member of one of the worldwide American clubs or others from Asia 

If you got a good result 
from ACM, 

you can get a  ticket to 
WCM 

Get an 

1x AEB (slots) award 
AEB award from some conventions in Asia 

In the contest where AEB slots are set up, an award is given to a contest judged by AEB and judged that there is a possible level for 
WCM. Please refer to the website for details, since it is unknown at the time this paper was created in which contest the award was set. 

<C> If you are a member of a FISM member club or If your country have NO any FISM member clubs 

N
o m

ore acceptable 
For A

sian residences
 

You got a ticket to go to ACM fro
m 

the club or presidents, and you can 

compete for ACM. ACM is deciding 

which contestants compete at the  

WCM. 

You got a ticket to go to ACM from AEB, and you can 
compete for ACM. ACM is deciding which contest-
ants compete at the  WCM. 


